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1. Introduction

The Martin Jetpack [1] uses a two liter, four cylinder, two stroke engine with 200 horsepower
and two ducted fans for vertical takeoff and landing. Roll, pitch, and yaw vanes (figure 1)
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2 MANUAL

allow the pilot to maneuver the jetpack with two sidesticks from hover to a maximum
cruise speed of 100 kilometers per hour.
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Figure 1: The Martin Jetpack (simplified model)

The Google Earth jetpack simulator [2] allows you to fly a 3-D model of the jetpack
at arbitrary locations in the 3-D environment of Google Earth. Besides pure fun, one
purpose of this simulator is to demonstrate that a realistic JavaScript simulation of
nonlinear six-degrees-of-freedom dynamics is possible in the Google Earth plugin and
to provide you with an easily adaptable simulation framework for your own simulation
projects.

2. Manual

2.1. Overview

A while1 after you start the simulator [2], you see the web page in figure 2.

1Google Earth needs a few seconds (depending on your internet connection speed) to download the
ground images, the 3-D buildings, and the 3-D jetpack model.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the simulator web page

2.2. Teleportation

The upper row of the page (figure 3) allows you to choose the location where you want
to fly the jetpack. You can enter the denomination of any location on Earth (even
abbreviations like “Vegas”, “Everest”, . . . ) in the text field.

Where is my Jetpack?   Christchurch  Go there!  Taj Mahal  Eiffel Tower  Disney World  Ayers Rock  Venice  Christchurch

Altitude [m]: 42

Speed [km/h]: 0

Vertical speed [km/h]: -0

Pitch [deg]: 0

Bank [deg]: 0

Yaw [deg]: 0

Frames per second: 10

View: Look at back of jetpack

Distance: 10

Yaw left Forward Yaw right

Left Brake Right

Up Backward Down

Mouse?     Keyboard?     Joystick? 

Wanna fly the real thing? 

Discussion? 

Documentation? 
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Figure 3: Teleportation

Geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude) like “-33.858, 151.215” (any idea, where
that is?) are also possible. Additionally, some interesting places are pre-wired via the
buttons in figure 3.

2.3. State information

The table (figure 4) in the upper right corner of figure 2 displays information (altitude,
speed, attitude, . . . ) about the current state of the jetpack and tells you the current
frame rate of the simulation.
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2.4 Camera 2 MANUAL
Where is my Jetpack? Christchurch Go there! Taj Mahal Eiffel Tower Disney World Ayers Rock Venice Christchurch

Mouse? Keyboard? Joystick? 
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Figure 4: Jetpack state information

A frame rate of more than about 25 gives you the impression of a smooth motion of the
jetpack. The frame rate depends on the speed of your computer, your graphics card,
your browser, and the complexity of the 3-D environment you are flying in. The frame
rate is limited to a minimum of 10 frames per second.2 If your computer cannot achieve
10 fps, the background of the fps text field turns red, real-time simulation is lost and
the simulation becomes pretty bumpy. You might want to buy a faster computer in
that case., It might also help to turn off anti-aliasing (and other fancy stuff) in your
graphics card, to use a different browser, to reboot your computer, or to fly at a location
with only a few 3-D buildings (e. g. “Ayers Rock”).
If you fly too fast too low, the altitude and the speed displays turn to red, indicating a
potentially hazardous situation (with a real jetpack).

2.4. Camera

The two drop-down lists in figure 5 allow you to position the camera (view) in the 3-D
environment.3

Where is my Jetpack? Christchurch Go there! Taj Mahal Eiffel Tower Disney World Ayers Rock Venice Christchurch

Mouse? Keyboard? Joystick? 

Wanna fly the real thing?

Discussion?

Documentation?
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Speed [km/h]: 0

Vertical speed [km/h]: -0

Pitch [deg]: 0

Bank [deg]: 0

Yaw [deg]: 0

Frames per second: 13

View: Look at back of jetpack

Distance: 10

Yaw left Forward Yaw right

Left Brake Right

Up Backward Down
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Figure 5: View

Look at back of jetpack keeps the camera behind the jetpack all the time. If you yaw
the jetpack, the camera orbits around the jetpack. You never see the front of the
jetpack. The distance between the camera and the jetpack is defined by the second
drop-down list.

Look north The camera moves along with the jetpack but always looks north. There-
fore, you can yaw the jetpack in front of you and see its sides and front.

2The simulation would become unstable with a frame rate less than 10 fps.
3Make sure the focus is not on one of the drop-down lists if you start using the keypad. Otherwise,
you might inadvertently select other entries of the list.
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Pilot’s view The camera sees the 3-D world as the pilot would see it.4 You cannot see
the jetpack. If the jetpack pitches or rolls, the camera rotates with the jetpack,
seemingly tilting the 3-D environment.

2.5. Mouse control

There are nine buttons on the right hand side of the web page (figure 6) that you can
use to control the motion of the jetpack.
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Figure 6: Mouse control

Just hover (keep) your mouse above one of the buttons to activate the corresponding
control input. Do not forget to move the mouse away from the mouse control pad if you
want to use the numeric keypad or a joystick.5

You can find detailed information about the function of the mouse control buttons in
figure 8.

2.6. Help pages

A line of hyperlinks (figure 7) leads you to pages that give you additional information
about the use of mouse, numeric keypad, and joystick to control the motion of the
jetpack.
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Figure 7: Help pages

The explaining figures (figure 8, figure 9, and figure 10) are screenshots of the corre-
sponding web pages.

4To be honest, the camera is fixed at the center of gravity of the jetpack which is quite a bit lower
than the head of the pilot.

5We would like to recommend to use the numeric keypad or a joystick instead of the mouse for precise
control. With the mouse, you cannot command more than one control input at a time. And it
is tedious to emulate small inputs by short impulses which is a common control strategy with the
keypad.
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Mouse Help

Hover the mouse over one of the 9 buttons on the right hand side of the simulator page to control the jetpack.
No need to press the buttons ...

Forward Pitch down to accelerate forward. The maximum commanded pitch down angle is 57°. The
corresponding maximum forward speed is 99 km/h.

Backward Pitch up to accelerate backward. The maximum commanded pitch up angle is 57°. The
corresponding maximum backward speed is 99 km/h.

Left Roll left to accelerate to the left. The maximum commanded roll angle is 57°. The corresponding
maximum sideward speed is 99 km/h.

Right Roll right to accelerate to the right. The maximum commanded roll angle is 57°. The
corresponding maximum sideward speed is 99 km/h.

Brake Tilt to the opposite direction to decrease the horizontal speed. The brake can be used until the
jetpack comes to a complete stop. The brake only works on the forward, backward, left, and right
motion.

Up Increase thrust to gain altitude. The maximum vertical up speed is 36 km/h.

Down Decrease thrust to loose altitude. The maximum vertical down speed is 36 km/h.

Yaw left Use the yaw vanes to rotate about the up axis to the left (counterclockwise). The maximum yaw
rate is 29°/sec.

Yaw right Use the yaw vanes to rotate about the up axis to the right (clockwise). The maximum yaw rate is
29°/sec.

You can use mouse, keyboard, and joystick at the same time. If e.g. the mouse hovers over the Brake button,
you cannot accelerate horizontally with the keyboard. You have been warned. ;-)

Thanks

Figure 8: Mouse help page
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Keyboard Help

Use the nine numbers on the numeric keypad on the right hand side of your keyboard to control the jetpack.

7
Yaw right

8
Forward

9
Up

4
Left

5
Brake

6
Right

1
Yaw left

2
Backward

3
Down

Alternatively, you can use the keys y/z, x, c, a, s, d, q, w, e. You can press more than one key at the same time.
Unfortunately, with some keyboard drivers the following combinations are not possible:

1, 2, 4
2, 3, 6
4, 7, 8
6, 8, 9

If you use Firefox and have checked "Search for text when I start typing." you can move the text cursor into
one of the text boxes e.g. by clicking the initial 42 in the altitude display to prevent the search box from opening.

Note that the corresponding buttons on the simulator page are activated as you press a key.

Thanks

Figure 9: Keyboard help page

Joystick Help

A joystick offers the most precise way to control the jetpack. While mouse and keyboard always command
maximum rates and velocities, you can use the stick to command intermediate values as well.

The joystick interface is a browser plugin that offers the javascript code of the simulator access to the joystick
hardware. You can download the plugin here.

Unfortunately, the joystick plugin does not work with the latest Chrome version (10) and since the Google Earth
plugin does not work with Opera and Safari, right now you can use the stick in the jetpack simulator with
Firefox and Internet Explorer only.

The forward/backward and the left/right motion is controlled by the primary (tilt) axes of the stick. The yaw rate
is proportional to the rotating of the stick about its vertical (rudder) axis and the throttle axis is used to
command the rate of climb.

Since you can use mouse, keyboard, and stick at the same time, an unexpected motion of the jetpack is
sometimes induced by a non-zero stick command (e.g. if the throttle lever is not in its middle position). Note
that the corresponding buttons on the simulator page are activated in case of non-zero stick commands.

Thanks

Figure 10: Joystick help page
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2.7. Hyperlinks

In the lower right corner of the web page you can find the hyperlinks displayed in
figure 11.
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Distance: 10
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Left Brake Right

Up Backward Down
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Figure 11: Hyperlinks

Wanna fly the real thing? This link leads you the homepage of the Martin Jetpack [1],
where you can find technical and commercial details about the jetpack and the
Martin Aircraft Team and read news about the latest developments.

Discussions? This link allows you to discuss all jetpack simulator related topics in the
homonymous Google Group. Bug reports and improvement suggestions are highly
welcome!

Documentation? Guess what – you are just reading it.

2.8. Known issues & To-dos

A project like this jetpack simulator can never be finished. You can always think of new
features and gimmicks that might improve the realism and increase the fun factor; all it
takes is – time. Maybe later . . .,

• There seems to be a plugin or JavaScript graphics engine bug – Google, are you
listening? – that makes parts of the closest 3-D objects disappear if you fly towards
the camera with high speed. Just press 2 on the numeric keypad and watch (parts
of) the fans disappear.

• Let there be wind! Steady wind, turbulence, gusts, and shear wind would be nice
to have.

• Size matters! Some of you might have a very large (or small) screen (resolution)
and might want to adjust the plugin window size.

• Speed matters (even more)! Your computer should definitely be of this century if
you want to enjoy the simulator. Switching on anti-aliasing in your graphics card
menu makes the 3-D objects look much better but slows down the simulation.
Unbelievable, but true: Internet Explorer 9 seems to simulate up to two times
faster than Firefox 4 and Chrome 11.

• More realism! Rotating blades, vanes, and sidesticks, a 3-point bending landing
gear and a realistic 3-D human pilot model would look great! On the down side:
Rotating parts are extra 3-D objects that have to be synchronized with each other
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3 BEHIND THE SCENES

very carefully. A halfway decent 3-D pilot would consist of a huge amount of
polygons further decreasing the frame rate.

• Euler integration (section 3.2.27) of the differential equation system has drawbacks
regarding speed and stability. A higher-order algorithm (Runge-Kutta, . . . ) will
achieve significant performance improvement.

• The frame end event listener starts a new simulation step as soon as the previous
one has finished (figure 13) using up all available computing power. While this
behavior ensures a maximum frame rate on slow computers, a frame rate of 60 on
a fast computer is not really necessary for a smooth simulation. Instead of this
Eating up the CPU we should rather implement a real-time simulation environment
that does one simulation step, sets an appropriate timer, releases the CPU, goes
to sleep, and is waked up by the operating system for the next simulation step.

3. Behind the scenes

This section goes through all of the simulator source code (HTML and JavaScript) line by
line, explains unusual coding schemes and gives mathematical background information
on common simulation problems. The idea is to provide you with a modular simulation
template framework that you can easily adapt to your own simulation tasks and needs.
It would have been very easy to code direct open loop jetpack motion: Press that button
and the jetpack moves forward. Press that button and the jetpack rotates. But we de-
liberately chose to program the complete nonlinear set of vectorial differential equations
that describe the general six-degrees-of-freedom motion of a homogenous mass. You
can use the function kinematics and its sub-functions for the simulation of any kind
of moving object (car, ship, train, aircraft, balloon, ball, . . . ) without any alteration.
There is no need to deeply understand the mathematics of the differential equation sys-
tem; Just use your own external_forces_and_moments function to model the specific
forces and moments that induce the motion of your object, load your own 3-D model
(create_jetpack) and see your object move.

3.1. The web page

The simulator web page [2] is just a typical HTML page:
<html >
<head >

<title >Jetpack Simulator </title >

3.1.1. JavaScript references

The simulator functionality is provided by JavaScript references. The first line is an
external reference to the general Google API (Application Programming Interface)
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3.1 The web page 3 BEHIND THE SCENES

<script type="text/ javascript " src="https :// www. google .com/jsapi?
key= INSERT YOUR OWN KEY HERE"></ script >

that will later allow us to embed and display the Google Earth environment on the web
page. Google recommends to sign up for your own API key [3]. [4] gives you some
background information.
The second external reference points to the Google Maps API

<script type="text/ javascript " src="http :// maps. google .com/maps/api
/js? sensor =false"></ script >

that we need in order to have Google’s geocoder find the geographical coordinates of
arbitrary landmarks, cities, and streets. In [5] you can find more information about the
use of the Google Maps API.
Most of the simulator’s equations are expressed using vectors and matrices. Since Ja-
vaScript does not supply native vector/matrix support, we include (and extend) an
external library [6] for that purpose:

<script type="text/ javascript " src=" sylvester .js"></ script >

For maintenance reasons, we outsource some simulator functions into their own files:
<script type="text/ javascript " src=" constants .js"></ script >
<script type="text/ javascript " src=" joystick .js"></ script >
<script type="text/ javascript " src=" kinematics .js"></ script >
<script type="text/ javascript " src="input.js"></ script >
<script type="text/ javascript " src=" controller .js"></ script >

The main simulator file holds the majority of the functions to solve the differential
equation system and to display the corresponding motion of the jetpack:

<script type="text/ javascript " src=" simulator .js"></ script >

All functions are explained in detail in section 3.2.

3.1.2. Styles

Some CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) defines the design of the simulator page:
<style type="text/css">

. style2
{

text -align: left;
font -size: x-large;

}
. style5
{

font - family : Arial , Helvetica , Sans -Serif;
}

</style >
</head >

This ends the header section of the web page.
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3.1 The web page 3 BEHIND THE SCENES

3.1.3. Body

The body tag defines two functions that are called when you press a key on the keyboard
or release the key:
<body onkeydown =" key_down (event)" onkeyup =" key_up (event)">

The first line of the web page (figure 2) includes a headline,
<p class=" style2 ">

<span class=" style5 ">
Where is my Jetpack ?

</span >&nbsp ;& nbsp;

a text field where you can input a new destination, the corresponding Enter button,
<input id=" Text_new_location " type="text" value=" Christchurch "

style="width: 100 px;" />
<input id=" Button_go_there " type=" button " value="Go there!"

onclick =" return Button_go_there_onclick ()" style="width:
100 px;" />

and a few buttons suggesting some interesting predefined places to fly the jetpack:
<input id=" Button_taj_mahal " style="width: 100 px;" type=" button

" value="Taj Mahal" onclick =" return
Button_taj_mahal_onclick ()" />

<input id=" Button_eiffel_tower " style="width: 100 px;" type="
button " value=" Eiffel Tower" onclick =" return
Button_eiffel_tower_onclick ()" />

<input id=" Button_disney_world " style="width: 100 px;" type="
button " value=" Disney World" onclick =" return
Button_disney_world_onclick ()" />

<input id=" Button_ayers_rock " style="width: 100 px;" type="
button " value="Ayers Rock" onclick =" return
Button_ayers_rock_onclick ()" />

<input id=" Button_venice " style="width: 100 px;" type=" button "
value=" Venice " onclick =" return Button_venice_onclick ()" />

<input id=" Button_venice0 " style="width: 100 px;" type=" button "
value=" Christchurch " onclick =" return
Button_christchurch_onclick ()" />

</p>

The main display area (figure 2) is divided into two parts. On the left hand side, a big
region (800 by 1000 pixel) is reserved for the graphical Google Earth environment, the
3-D map including the jetpack:

<table >
<tr>

<td>
<div id="map3d" style=" height : 800 px; width: 1000 px;">
</div >

</td>
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On the right hand side, a table outputs information about the current state of the
jetpack, including altitude, (vertical) speed, and the three Euler angles (pitch, roll, and
yaw) describing the attitude of the jetpack with respect to the Earth.

<td valign ="top">
<table >

<tr>
<td style="background -color: # F0F8FF " class="

style5 ">
Altitude [m]:

</td>
<td>

<input id=" Text_altitude " style="width: 35
px" type="text" />

</td>
</tr>
<tr>

<td style="background -color: # F0F8FF " class="
style5 ">
Speed [km/h]:

</td>
<td>

<input id=" Text_speed " style="width: 35px"
type="text" />

</td>
</tr>
<tr>

<td style="background -color: # F0F8FF " class="
style5 ">
Vertical speed [km/h]:

</td>
<td>

<input id=" Text_vertical_speed " style="
width: 35px" type="text" />

</td>
</tr>
<tr>

<td style="background -color: # F0F8FF " class="
style5 ">
Pitch [deg ]:

</td>
<td>

<input id=" Text_pitch " style="width: 35px"
type="text" />

</td>
</tr>
<tr>

<td style="background -color: # F0F8FF " class="
style5 ">
Bank [deg ]:

</td>
<td>
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<input id=" Text_bank " style="width: 35px"
type="text" />

</td>
</tr>
<tr>

<td style="background -color: # F0F8FF " class="
style5 ">
Yaw [deg ]:

</td>
<td>

<input id=" Text_yaw " style="width: 35px"
type="text" />

</td>
</tr>

Additionally, the simulation frequency (frames per second) is displayed. The frame rate
is limited to a minimum of 10 fps, in which case real-time simulation is lost and the
problem is indicated by a red background color:

<tr>
<td style="background -color: # F0F8FF " title="Red

10?&#013; Buy a faster computer .&#013; Or fly
at Ayers Rock .&#013; Or try a different

browser .&#013; Or try to reboot your computer
." class=" style5 ">

Frames per second :
</td>
<td>

<input id=" Text_frames_per_second " style="
width: 35px" type="text" title="Red
10?&#013; Buy a faster computer .&#013; Or

fly at Ayers Rock .&#013; Or try a
different browser .&#013; Or try to
reboot your computer ." />

</td>
</tr>

</table >
<br />

Two drop-down lists offer you the choice between different views at the scene:
<table >

<tr>
<td style="background -color: # F0F8FF " class="

style5 ">
View:

</td>
<td>

<select id=" Select_view " name="D1">
<option >Look north </ option >
<option selected =" selected ">Look at

back of jetpack </ option >
<option >Pilot ’s view </ option >
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</ select >
</td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td style="background -color: # F0F8FF " class="
style5 ">
Distance :

</td>
<td>

<select id=" Select_distance " name="D2">
<option value="3">3</ option >
<option value="5">5</ option >
<option value="10" selected =" selected ">

10</ option >
<option value="20">20</ option >
<option value="50">50</ option >
<option value="100">100 </ option >

</ select >
</td>

</tr>
</table >
<br />
<hr />
<br />

The next table holds the nine buttons you can hover above to control the jetpack:
<table >

<tr>
<td>

<input id=" Button_7 " type=" button " style="
width: 75px;" value="Yaw right"
onmouseover =" key_7_down = true"
onmouseout =" key_7_down = false" />

</td>
<td>

<input id=" Button_8 " type=" button " value="
Forward " style="width: 75px;"
onmouseover =" key_8_down = true"
onmouseout =" key_8_down = false" />

</td>
<td>

<input id=" Button_9 " type=" button " value="
Up" style="width: 75px;" onmouseover ="
key_9_down = true" onmouseout ="
key_9_down = false" />

</td>
</tr>
<tr>

<td>
<input id=" Button_4 " type=" button " value="

Left" style="width: 75px;" onmouseover =
" key_4_down = true" onmouseout ="
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key_4_down = false" />
</td>
<td>

<input id=" Button_5 " type=" button " style="
width: 75px;" value="Brake" onmouseover
=" key_5_down = true" onmouseout ="
key_5_down = false" />

</td>
<td>

<input id=" Button_6 " type=" button " value="
Right" style="width: 75px;" onmouseover
=" key_6_down = true" onmouseout ="
key_6_down = false" />

</td>
</tr>
<tr>

<td>
<input id=" Button_1 " type=" button " style="

width: 75px;" value="Yaw left"
onmouseover =" key_1_down = true"
onmouseout =" key_1_down = false" />

</td>
<td>

<input id=" Button_2 " type=" button " value="
Backward " style="width: 75px;"
onmouseover =" key_2_down = true"
onmouseout =" key_2_down = false" />

</td>
<td>

<input id=" Button_3 " type=" button " value="
Down" style="width: 75px;" onmouseover =
" key_3_down = true" onmouseout ="
key_3_down = false" />

</td>
</tr>

</table >
<br />

Links to three help pages provide information about how to use the mouse, the keyboard,
and the joystick to control the jetpack:

<span class=" style5 ">
<a href=" mouse_help .htm" onclick =" window .open(’

mouse_help .htm ’, ’noname ’, ’height =900 , width
=500 ’); return false;" title="Mouse help">Mouse
? </a>&nbsp ;& nbsp ;& nbsp;

<a href=" keyboard_help .htm" onclick =" window .open(’
keyboard_help .htm ’, ’noname ’, ’height =700 ,
width =500 ’); return false;" title=" Keyboard
help">Keyboard ? </a>&nbsp ;& nbsp ;& nbsp;

<a href=" joystick_help .htm" onclick =" window .open(’
joystick_help .htm ’, ’noname ’, ’height =600 ,
width =500 ’); return false;" title=" Joystick
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help">Joystick ? </a>
</span >
<br />
<br />
<hr />
<br />

And finally, three links point to the home page of the Martin Jetpack, a discussion page,
and the simulator documentation you are just reading:

<span class=" style5 ">
<a href="http :// www. martinjetpack .com" target ="

_blank ">Wanna fly the real thing?</a>
<br />
<br />
<a href="http :// groups . google .com/group/

jetpacksimulator " target =" _blank ">Discussion ?</
a>

<br />
<br />
<a href=" jetpacksimulator .pdf" target =" _blank ">

Documentation </a>
</span >
<br />

</td>
</tr>

</table >
</body >
</html >

3.2. The JavaScript code

The detailed figure 12 gives an overview over all functions of the simulator. Every
function is explained in detail in section 3.2.1 to section 3.2.34.
The main program simulator (left upper corner in figure 12) declares (and initializes)
global variables and calls the external object google [4] asking Google to load the earth
module into the google.earth namespace. google then calls create_ge_instance, that
creates a new instance of the Google Earth plugin. If the instantiation has been success-
ful, initialize is called; otherwise instantiation_failure displays an error message.
initialize initializes a few Google Earth parameters, calls create_jetpack in order
to load the jetpack model (and its shadow) into the 3-D scene, initializes the Joystick,
and installs an event driven loop that calls the real-time simulation function (simulate)
every time step.
simulate calls all functions necessary to perform one simulation step:

• inputs polls the joystick (if present) via poll_joystick, checks if a key has been
pressed or the mouse hovers over a control button and colors the corresponding
buttons.
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• external_forces_and_moments calls ducts, vanes and aerodynamics in order
to gather all forces and moments that are generated by the engine, the control
surfaces and the hull.

• ground asks Google Earth for the current ground altitude and performs a simple
ground collision detection.

• controllers calls pitch_controller, roll_controller, and yaw_controller
in order to damp and stabilize the attitude of the jetpack and altitude_controller
to change or keep the flight level. An additional brake_controller can be used
to decelerate the jetpack in a convenient manner.

• The vectorial differential equation system that describes the dynamic motion of the
jetpack is coded in position_ode, attitude_ode, velocity_ode, and rate_ode,
called in kinematics and solved in integrate.

• The graphical display functions update_view and update_shadow communicate
the current state of the jetpack, its shadow and the camera to the Google Earth
plugin.

• output displays information about the current state of the jetpack and the simu-
lator.

key_down and key_up are event driven functions that are called by the JavaScript run-
time system whenever you press or release a key. Button_go_there_onclick is called
if you enter a new location and press the Enter button. The function asks Google’s
geocoder to try to find the geographical coordinates of the new location and forwards
the new coordinates to the Google Earth plugin. Whenever you click one of the prede-
fined location buttons, the corresponding Button_christchurch_onclick, . . . is called.
setSingleElement is an extension to the external library Sylvester [6] that provides
methods to work with vectors and matrices. constants defines some universal and
jetpack specific constants.
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simulator

key_down
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Button_go...

Button_chr...
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external...

ground

integrate

controllers

controller
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attitude_ode
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velocity_ode
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update_view

update_sh...

output

inputs

Figure 12: Simulator functions overview. Internal functions: blue. External functions:
red. Event functions: green.
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3.2.1. setSingleElement

Sylvester [6] is an object-oriented linear algebra JavaScript library that provides standard
vector and matrix operations (addition, multiplication, cross product, inversion, . . . ). As
usual, the JavaScript source code is available; therefore we can easily (and legally) extend
the library to our needs. Since we want be able to alter single elements of a vector (e. g.
we want to write back single derivatives into the state derivative vector in position_ode)
we extend Sylvester’s vector function by the corresponding setSingleElement method:
function Vector () { }
Vector . prototype = {

[...]

setSingleElement : function (el , i) {
this. elements [i - 1] = el;
return this;

}
};

3.2.2. constants

In constants.js, we define a few global constants (written with capital letters) that
can be used in all simulator functions.
Since the Earth is not a homogeneous sphere, the parameters of the Earth vary signif-
icantly; Nevertheless, we use a mean equatorial radius (EARTH_RADIUS) and a standard
gravity (EARTH_GRAVITY):
var EARTH_RADIUS = 6378136.6;
var EARTH_GRAVITY = 9.80665;

All constants and variables are measured in SI units (meter, second, kilogram, . . . ) The
parameters used in this simulator are very rough approximations and estimations of a
generic jetpack. Using this simulator, no assumptions can be made about the
handling qualities of the real Martin Jetpack. We assume the mass of the jetpack
(including the pilot) to be 200 kg and the center of gravity to be 1m above the center
landing gear:
var MASS = 200;
var POGO_Z = 1;

The constant inertia tensor used in rate_ode consist of the moments of inertia on the
main diagonal6 and the products of inertia elsewhere:7

6Note that we assume a smaller moment of inertia about the vertical axis, making it easier to induce
a yawing motion.

7An object that is symmetrical with respect to left and right has only one product of inertia located
in the upper right and lower left element of the tensor.
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var INERTIA = Matrix . create ([
[50, 0, -1],
[ 0, 50, 0],
[-1, 0, 20]

]);

In rate_ode we also make use of the matrix inverse (INERTIA_INVERSE) of the inertia
tensor. Sylvester [6] provides the method inverse to calculate that constant inverse:
var INERTIA_INVERSE = INERTIA . inverse ();

3.2.3. simulator

simulator.js is the main JavaScript file of the jetpack simulator. Its first task is to
declare global8 variables that will be used in more than one function. The first set of
variables is Google Earth plugin specific:9

var ge;
var geocoder ;
var model;
var placemark ;
var loc;
var ori;
var shadow ;
var la;

The next three variables are simulation times:
var sample_time ;
var before = (new Date ()). getTime ();
var time = 0;

We use two global variables to detect ground collision:
var ground_altitude ;
var above_ground ;

We initialize the state derivative vector to zero using the corresponding method of
Sylvester [6]:
var state_derivative = Vector .Zero (20);

During program development it comes in handy to quickly initialize certain elements of
the state vector. Therefore, we use Sylvester’s explicit vector initialization method:10

8Yes – we all know that global variables are evil! But it is so much easier and straightforward to
have functions communicate via globals. Maybe in the next version of the jetpack simulator, the
communication will be done via the parameter lists of the functions . . . maybe . . . ,

9The definition and explanation of every single global variable is done in its corresponding function.
10Additionally, this method gives us a chance to name and index every single element of the state

vector.
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var state = Vector . create ([
0, 0, 0, // (1 - 3) position (latitude , longitude , altitude

)
0, 0, 0, // (4 - 6) velocity
0, 0, 0, // (7 - 9) attitude
0, 0, 0, // (10 -12) rate
0, // (13) yaw_command
0, // (14) altitude_command
0, // (15) pitch_command
0, // (16) roll_command
0, // (17) yaw_rate_command
0, // (18) altitude_rate_command
0, // (19) pitch_rate_command
0 // (20) roll_rate_command

]);

The next few variables are used for the communication between the forces and moments
processing functions:
var velocity_earth = Vector .Zero (3);

var external_force ;
var external_moment ;

var pitch_vane = 0;
var roll_vane = 0;
var yaw_vane = 0;
var thrust = 0;

Input variables feed your inputs (mouse, joystick, keyboard) into the corresponding
functions:
var pitch_input_brake = 0;
var roll_input_brake = 0;

var pitch_input = 0;
var roll_input = 0;
var yaw_input = 0;
var thrust_input = 0;
var brake_input = 0;

var stick;

var joystick_x ;
var joystick_y ;
var joystick_z ;
var joystick_r ;
var joystick_a ;

var key_1_down = false;
var key_2_down = false;
var key_3_down = false;
var key_4_down = false;
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var key_5_down = false;
var key_6_down = false;
var key_7_down = false;
var key_8_down = false;
var key_9_down = false;

Finally, we load the Google Earth module into the google.earth namespace11

google .load(’earth ’, ’1’);

and define the function to be called after the plugin is loaded:
google . setOnLoadCallback ( create_ge_instance );

3.2.4. create_ge_instance

The only task of the create_ge_instance function is to instantiate the Google Earth
plugin in the predefined 3-D map and to call the initialize function if the instantiation
was successful. If an error occurs – e. g. because your browser does not support the
Google Earth plugin – the error function instantiation_failure is called:
function create_ge_instance () {

google .earth. createInstance (’map3d ’, initialize ,
instantiation_failure );

}

3.2.5. initialize

The initialize function creates a new geocoder object that will be used in the function
Button_go_there_onclick to translate addresses (cities, streets, buildings, . . . ) to
geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude):
function initialize ( instance ) {

geocoder = new google .maps. Geocoder ();

create_ge_instance calls initialize and passes the newly created plugin instance as
a parameter. In initialize, we buffer the Google Earth plugin in the global variable
ge:12

ge = instance ;

and make the plugin window visible:
ge. getWindow (). setVisibility (true);

The plugin itself should not respond to mouse clicks or keys pressed:

11We have already accessed the google object in the web page header in section 3.1.1.
12The GEPlugin Interface Reference [7] lists all classes, members, and attributes of the interface.
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ge. getOptions (). setMouseNavigationEnabled (false);

Since we want to control the dynamics of the camera ourselves, we forbid the plugin to
introduce any additional low pass filtering of the camera motion:

ge. getOptions (). setFlyToSpeed (ge. SPEED_TELEPORT );

Next, we tell the plugin to display all buildings
ge. getLayerRoot (). enableLayerById (ge. LAYER_BUILDINGS , true);

and load the 3-D model of the jetpack into the scene:
create_jetpack ();

Numeric simulation is the iterative stepwise solution of a differential equation system.
In order to establish an iterative simulation cycle, initialize creates an event listener
that triggers the execution of every single simulation step:

google .earth. addEventListener (ge , ’frameend ’, simulate );

The simulation cycle is depicted in figure 13.

initialize

addEventListener

EventListener Pluginsimulate update_view

throw event frameend

Figure 13: Simulation cycle

The event listener calls the function simulate, which does the numeric integration of
the differential equation system. After all calculations of the current simulation step,
simulate calls update_view which tells the plugin to move and rotate the jetpack
and the camera. After the plugin has successfully drawn the new scene, it throws its
frameend event, which is heard by the event listener, which then calls simulate aso.
If you plugged in a joystick and loaded the JavaScript joystick interface [8], we can create
a new joystick object:

stick = new Joystick ();

Finally, we emulate the pressing of the Go there! button in order to teleport to the
default location Christchurch, New Zealand:

Button_go_there .click ();
}
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3.2.6. instantiation_failure

If the instantiation of the Google Earth plugin was not successful – e. g. because your
browser does not support the plugin – the function instantiation_failure displays
the error code generated by the plugin:
function instantiation_failure ( errorCode ) {

alert( errorCode );
}

3.2.7. create_jetpack

In the function create_jetpack, we load the 3-D model of the jetpack and its shadow
into the plugin scene and define some initial camera parameters.
At first, we tell the plugin where to find the 3-D model. Therefore, we create a new link
object and have its hyperlink reference attribute point to the model on the server:13

function create_jetpack () {
var link = ge. createLink (’’);
link. setHref (’http :// buchholz .hs - bremen .de/ jetpacksimulator /

jetpacksimulator .dae ’);

The location (loc) and the orientation (ori) of the jetpack are global variables that will
be altered by update_view during the simulation; Here we just create the corresponding
objects:

loc = ge. createLocation (’’);
ori = ge. createOrientation (’’);

The setLink method relates the model object to the already defined link object:
model = ge. createModel (’’);
model. setLink (link);

Altitudes in this simulator are to be interpreted as meters above sea level:
model. setAltitudeMode (ge. ALTITUDE_ABSOLUTE );

The following two lines allows us to alter the location and the orientation of the jetpack
model by directly altering the corresponding loc and ori objects:

model. setLocation (loc);
model. setOrientation (ori);

The only way to display the jetpack model in the plugin window is to create a placemark
object

13We created the 3-D model with the free version of Google SketchUp 8 [9] and exported it as a DAE
(Digital Asset Exchange) file. DAE is an open standard XML scheme of the Collaborative Design
Activity (COLLADA).
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placemark = ge. createPlacemark (’’);

to append the placemark as a child of the plugin
ge. getFeatures (). appendChild ( placemark );

and to use the jetpack model as the geometry of the placemark to be displayed:
placemark . setGeometry (model);

The shadow is a projection of the jetpack onto the ground:
shadow = ge. createGroundOverlay (’’);

We created the shadow from the Sketchup model with the help of a little script and
some image processing (Create Shadow) and can now link to the image on the server:

shadow . setIcon (ge. createIcon (’’));
shadow . getIcon (). setHref (’http :// buchholz .hs - bremen .de/

jetpacksimulator / shadow_30 .png ’);

The LatLonBox is the bounding box of the shadow. We will use it in update_shadow to
orient the shadow along with and according to the orientation of the jetpack.

shadow . setLatLonBox (ge. createLatLonBox (’’));

We decided to display the shadow on the sea floor (and not on the surface) if we fly
above the sea:14

shadow . setAltitudeMode (ge. ALTITUDE_CLAMP_TO_SEA_FLOOR );

The next line appends the shadow as a child of the plugin and makes it visible:
ge. getFeatures (). appendChild ( shadow );

The la (look at) object defines the position and orientation of the camera (or the eye of
the observer):

la = ge. createLookAt (’’);

We will use it in update_view to make the camera follow the jetpack. Here we just
define that altitudes are to be interpreted as meters above sea level

la. setAltitudeMode (ge. ALTITUDE_ABSOLUTE );

pitch down the camera 20 degrees:15

la. setTilt (70);

Finally, we relate the la object to the plugin so that we can directly control the camera
via la in update_view:

ge. getView (). setAbstractView (la);
}

14This gives us a nice opportunity to fly(?) a more realistic(?) submarine version of the jetpack.
15A tilt value of 0 has the camera looking vertically down from above the viewed point; a value of 90

makes it view along the horizon.
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3.2.8. simulate

In function initialize we implemented an event listener that calls simulate when-
ever the plugin is done drawing the scene and throws the frameend event (figure 13).
Therefore, simulate is the main simulation function that performs one simulation step,
calling the worker functions that read the inputs, compute the states from the forces
and moments, update the scene, and display the data.
Unfortunately, the plugin does not run in a real-time environment with an equilateral
step-time.16 Therefore, it is our task to determine the actual computer time in millisec-
onds
function simulate () {

var now = (new Date ()). getTime ();

and to compute the current sample time (in seconds) as the difference between this call
of simulate and the previous one:17

sample_time = (now - before ) / 1000.0;

Slow computers might take more than 100milliseconds of real time to compute one
simulation cycle. In this case, we have to give up our real-time goal and limit the
maximum sample time for stability reasons:18

if ( sample_time > 0.1) {
sample_time = 0.1;

}

We save the current time of this call of simulate in order to be able to compute the
difference between two calls during the next call:

before = now;

The accumulation of every single sample time is the overall simulation time:19

time += sample_time ;

Finally, we call all functions that perform one simulation step:
16Multitasking environments like Windows or Linux cannot guarantee that a function is called precisely

at a predefined point of time; sometimes, higher prioritized processes delay the execution of other
processes.

17This way of reaching quasi-real-time is sometimes called “Eating up the CPU” since we start a new
simulation cycle as soon as the previous one is over, using all of the available computing power. A
much more professional way on a fast computer would be to predefine a fixed sample time and let
the simulator go to sleep – giving the operating system the chance to perform other tasks – if the
real time interval is less than the fixed sample time. We will implement that . . . later . . .

18We can mathematically prove that a simulation becomes unstable if the fastest dynamics of the
system to be simulated has a period time in the order of magnitude of the sample time. In that
case, the jetpack would simply explode into orbit within a few milliseconds and the simulation would
immediately stop working.

19We use time in function ground to iteratively reset the altitude of the jetpack during the first few
simulation seconds. We reset time (to zero) with every teleportation to a new geographical location.
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inputs ();
external_forces_and_moments ();
ground ()
controllers ();
kinematics ();
integrate ();
update_view ();
update_shadow ();
output ();

}

3.2.9. inputs

The function inputs is called by simulate and handles inputs from the joystick, the
keyboard, and the mouse. A stick object has been created in the function initialize.
If you plugged in a joystick, the getConnected method of the joystick wrapper function
in Joystick is true, we can poll the joystick
function inputs () {

if (stick. getConnected ()) {
poll_joystick ();

and distribute the joystick values to the corresponding control inputs:
pitch_input = joystick_y ;
roll_input = joystick_x ;
yaw_input = joystick_r ;
thrust_input = joystick_z ;
brake_input = joystick_a ;

}

If no joystick is present, we initialize the control inputs to zero:
else {

pitch_input = 0;
roll_input = 0;
yaw_input = 0;
thrust_input = 0;
brake_input = 0;

}

The key_down and key_up functions are called whenever you press or release a (numeric
keypad) key.20 Here, every key press leads to a maximum (+1) or minimum (−1) control
input:21

20If you hover the mouse above one of the 9 control buttons in the plugin window (Yaw right,
Forward, . . . ) its onmouseover event is fired that immediately sets the corresponding key_?_down
variable (section 3.1.3).

21Note that independent if clauses (instead of else if) allow for multiple keys to be pressed simul-
taneously.
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if ( key_1_down ) {
yaw_input = -1

}
if ( key_2_down ) {

pitch_input = 1
}
if ( key_3_down ) {

thrust_input = -1
}
if ( key_4_down ) {

roll_input = -1
}
if ( key_5_down ) {

brake_input = 1
}
if ( key_6_down ) {

roll_input = 1
}
if ( key_7_down ) {

yaw_input = 1
}
if ( key_8_down ) {

pitch_input = -1
}
if ( key_9_down ) {

thrust_input = 1
}

All unpressed control buttons in the plugin window are displayed in black:
Button_1 .style.color = ’#000000 ’;
Button_2 .style.color = ’#000000 ’;
Button_3 .style.color = ’#000000 ’;
Button_4 .style.color = ’#000000 ’;
Button_5 .style.color = ’#000000 ’;
Button_6 .style.color = ’#000000 ’;
Button_7 .style.color = ’#000000 ’;
Button_8 .style.color = ’#000000 ’;
Button_9 .style.color = ’#000000 ’;

If a control input is active22 the corresponding control button is displayed in red:
if ( yaw_input < 0) {

Button_1 .style.color = ’# F00000 ’;
}
if ( pitch_input > 0) {

Button_2 .style.color = ’# F00000 ’;
}
if ( thrust_input < 0) {

Button_3 .style.color = ’# F00000 ’;
}

22It does not matter whether the control input is generated by a keystroke, a mouse-over-button, or a
joystick input.
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if ( roll_input < 0) {
Button_4 .style.color = ’# F00000 ’;

}
if ( brake_input > 0) {

Button_5 .style.color = ’# F00000 ’;
}
if ( roll_input > 0) {

Button_6 .style.color = ’# F00000 ’;
}
if ( yaw_input > 0) {

Button_7 .style.color = ’# F00000 ’;
}
if ( pitch_input < 0) {

Button_8 .style.color = ’# F00000 ’;
}
if ( thrust_input > 0) {

Button_9 .style.color = ’# F00000 ’;
}

}

3.2.10. poll_joystick

A modern joystick has two tilt axis (for pitch and roll), a twist axis (for yaw), a non-
centering axis (for thrust), and a few push buttons (for brake). The JavaScript joystick
plugin [8] (Joystick) allows us to access the axes and the buttons:
function poll_joystick () {

joystick_x = stick.getX ();
joystick_y = stick.getY ();
joystick_z = stick.getZ ();
joystick_r = stick.getR ();
joystick_a = stick.getA ();

Since not all joysticks can be calibrated via the operating system, we use our own
characteristic. The 16-bit joystick axes return values between 20 − 1 = 0 and 216 − 1 =
65535. The mechanical zero position of the auto-centering axes outputs a mean value
of 215 − 1 = 32767.23 Unfortunately, due to production deficiencies, wear, and friction
most joysticks do not exactly return to their mechanical zero position if you release them
after an input. Additionally, most users cannot keep a steady zero position in one axis if
they command an input in another axis, resulting in unwanted cross-couplings between
axes. Therefore, we introduce a dead zone (II in figure 14) around the mechanical zero
position of every axis; as long as you do not move (tilt or twist) the stick outside of the
dead zone, it returns a value of zero.

23Don’t be too picky about the exact mean of being 32767.5. There are no half bits and you will not
be able to identify bit jitter of the lsb (least significant bit) in a 16 bit resolution environment.
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Figure 14: Joystick characteristic

We arbitrarily choose a dead zone of 212 = 4096 = 34815− 30719 which is 212

216 = 1
24 = 1

16
of the overall joystick range.24 Since we want the stick to command values between −1
and 1, the left part of the characteristic (I) in figure 14 is a straight line with a gradient
of 1

30719 and an axis intercept of −1:

yI = 1
30719x− 1

if ( joystick_x < 30719) {
joystick_x = joystick_x / 30719 - 1;

}

In the right part of the characteristic (III), the straight line reads:25

yIII = 1
30720x−

34815
30720 (1)

else if ( joystick_x > 34815) {
joystick_x = joystick_x / 30720 - 34815 / 30720;

}

24Note that the dead zone (II) has been overemphasized by a factor of 4 in figure 14.
25Try to substitute xleft = 34815 and xright = 65535 in equation (1).
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In the dead zone (II), the commanded value is zero:

yII = 0

else {
joystick_x = 0;

}

The other axes have identical characteristics:
if ( joystick_y < 30719) {

joystick_y = joystick_y / 30719 - 1;
}
else if ( joystick_y > 34815) {

joystick_y = joystick_y / 30720 - 34815 / 30720;
}
else {

joystick_y = 0;
}

if ( joystick_z < 30719) {
joystick_z = joystick_z / 30719 - 1;

}
else if ( joystick_z > 34815) {

joystick_z = joystick_z / 30720 - 34815 / 30720;
}
else {

joystick_z = 0;
}

joystick_z = -joystick_z ;

if ( joystick_r < 30719) {
joystick_r = joystick_r / 30719 - 1;

}
else if ( joystick_r > 34815) {

joystick_r = joystick_r / 30720 - 34815 / 30720;
}
else {

joystick_r = 0;
}

}

3.2.11. external_forces_and_moments

The function external_forces_and_moments is called by simulate and initializes forces
and moments to zero in every simulation step:26

26The zero initialization allows all functions to simply add their forces and moments to the correspond-
ing accumulators.
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function external_forces_and_moments () {
external_force = Vector .Zero (3);
external_moment = Vector .Zero (3);

Then we collect the forces and moments from the ducts (thrust), the vanes (moments),
and the aerodynamics (damping forces and moments):

ducts ();
vanes ();
aerodynamics ();

}

3.2.12. ducts

The ducted fans are driven by the engine and produce thrust to keep the jetpack air-
borne. The point of application, the magnitude, and direction of the thrust vector
depend on many atmospheric and kinematic conditions (engine speed, air density, angle
of attack, sideslip angle, . . . ). Additionally, the engine is a nonlinear dynamic system. It
takes a few (milli)seconds to reach maximum engine speed from idle and the maximum
speed/thrust is limited. If the ducts produce thrust vectors of different magnitude or the
resulting thrust vector does not go through the center of gravity it generates a moment
that induces a rotation of the jetpack.
In this simple model, we neglect all these influences and assume that a thrust command
(thrust) results in an immediate force response in the negative z-direction of the body
frame:27

function ducts () {
external_force = external_force .add( Vector . create ([0, 0, -thrust ]))

;
}

3.2.13. vanes

The vanes of the jetpack are aerodynamic profiles that can be deflected in the thrust
stream in order to generate roll, pitch, and yaw moments. Again, we neglect all nonlinear
dynamic effects and parasitic forces of the vanes and assume that all vane commands
result in immediate corresponding moments about the body axes:28

function vanes () {
external_moment = external_moment .add( Vector . create ([ roll_vane ,

pitch_vane , yaw_vane ]));
}

27We will implement a more realistic model of engine, ducts and vanes . . . later . . .
28Since we do not limit the vanes, we do not even have to care about units (rad, N, Nm, . . . ) of

deflection angles, forces, and moments; the controllers can directly command the moments of the
vanes.
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3.2.14. aerodynamics

Our aerodynamic model resembles the simplicity of the ducts and vanes models. We just
want to model the fact that an unaccelerated motion in the atmosphere is damped out by
drag.29 A velocity of the jetpack should therefore automatically slow down without any
extra control input. Therefore, we create an aerodynamic drag vector D, pointing into
the opposite direction of the jetpack’s velocity vector, having a magnitude proportional
to the square of the norm of the velocity vector:30

D = −4 |V |2 V 0 = −4 |V |2 V
|V |

= −4 |V |V

After extracting the body frame velocity vector from the state vector
function aerodynamics () {

var velocity = Vector . create ([ state.e(4) , state.e(5) , state.e(6) ]);

we compute the velocity norm
var norm_velocity = velocity . modulus ();

and calculate and add the drag force to the force accumulator:
external_force = external_force .add( velocity .x(-4 * norm_velocity ))

;

The aerodynamic drag moment is calculated in a similar way: The counteracting drag
moment vector is proportional to the square of the angular velocity vector norm:31

var angular_velocity = Vector . create ([ state.e(10) , state.e(11) ,
state.e(12) ]);

var norm_angular_velocity = angular_velocity . modulus ();
external_moment = external_moment .add( angular_velocity .x(-4 *

norm_angular_velocity ));
}

3.2.15. ground

The function ground is called by simulate and makes sure that the jetpack cannot
fly under ground level. Google Earth uses and provides altitude information for every
point on Earth. Therefore, we transform the latitude (state.e(1)) and the longitude
(state.e(2)) of the current jetpack position from radian to degrees (*180/Math.PI)
and use the method getGroundAltitude of the Google Earth globe object to find the
current ground altitude above sea level:
29Since the jetpack does not have wings or a profiled body, we happily neglect all lift and side forces.
30In a first order approximation, dynamic pressure and thus aerodynamic forces show this quadratic

velocity dependency.
31The chosen magnitude of the atmospheric angular damping is practically irrelevant since all angular

degrees of freedom are always under tight control of the corresponding controllers; In the end, the
additional damping introduced by the controllers overrides the natural damping by far.
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function ground () {
ground_altitude = ge. getGlobe (). getGroundAltitude (state.e(1) * 180

/ Math.PI , state.e(2) * 180 / Math.PI);

state.e(3) is the altitude of the center of gravity of the jetpack above sea level. POGO_Z
(constants and figure 1) is the distance between the center of gravity and the center
landing gear. With this, we can compute the altitude of the landing gear above the
ground:

above_ground = state.e(3) - ground_altitude - POGO_Z ;

If the landing gear dives into the ground
if ( above_ground < 0) {

we explicitly set back the landing gear slightly (1e-6) above the ground:32

state. setSingleElement ( ground_altitude + POGO_Z + 1e-6, 3);

Additionally, we immediately stop any vertical and horizontal motion33

state. setSingleElement (0, 4);
state. setSingleElement (0, 5);
state. setSingleElement (0, 6);

and also reset the altitude command of the altitude_controller to ground level:
state. setSingleElement ( ground_altitude + POGO_Z , 14);
state. setSingleElement (0, 18);

}

If the altitude command tries to command the jetpack further below ground level
var altitude_command = state.e(14);

if ( altitude_command < ground_altitude + POGO_Z & thrust_input <=
0) {

we reset the altitude command
altitude_command = ground_altitude + POGO_Z ;
state. setSingleElement ( altitude_command , 14);

and its velocity:
state_derivative . setSingleElement (0, 14);

}

32This direct setting of state vector elements – passing by the integration algorithm – is a very evil
simulation habit. The correct way would be to generate a force (spring + damper + friction + . . . )
that accelerates the jetpack back out of the ground. We will implement that, together with a more
realistic 3-point landing gear model . . . later . . .

33According to simulator, the components 4 - 6 of the state vector form the velocity vector.
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Function Button_go_there_onclick allows you to teleport the jetpack to an arbitrary
location on Earth at once. Unfortunately, the Google Earth globe object does not
immediately return the correct ground altitude of the new location. It takes a few
seconds until you can trust the returned ground altitude. Therefore, we reset the initial
altitude (and altitude command) in every simulation step during the first five seconds
after a teleportation:34

if (time < 5) {
state. setSingleElement ( ground_altitude + POGO_Z + 42, 3);
state. setSingleElement ( ground_altitude + POGO_Z + 42, 14);

}
}

3.2.16. controllers

The function controllers is called by simulate and calls the single controllers in order
to compute the vane and thrust commands necessary to achieve the user inputs. All
controllers use second order dynamic models to translate user input steps to smooth
state commands.
function controllers () {

yaw_controller ();
altitude_controller ();
pitch_controller ();
roll_controller ();
brake_controller ();

}

3.2.17. yaw_controller

The yaw controller in figure 15 controls the rotation of the jetpack about the vertical
axis (of the global frame). It uses a simple limited second order model to generate a yaw
angle command (Ψc) and a yaw rate command (Ψ̇c) from the yaw rate user input (Ψ̇i).
Two proportional controllers (KΨ and Kr) use the yaw vane (ζ) to control the actual
yaw angle (Ψ).

34As a consequence you cannot move the jetpack up or down during the first five seconds after telepor-
tation; give it a try! A value of 42 – did you ever google the phrase: the answer to life, the universe,
and everything? – seems to be a perfect initial altitude compromise for most locations.,
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After extracting the yaw angle command (yaw_command, Ψc), the yaw angle (yaw, Ψ),
the yaw rate command (yaw_rate_command, Ψ̇c), and the yaw rate (yaw_rate, r)35 from
the state vector
function yaw_controller () {

var yaw_command = state.e(13);
var yaw = state.e(9);
var yaw_rate_command = state.e(17);
var yaw_rate = state.e(12);

and defining the maximum yaw rate (yaw_rate_max, Ψ̇max) and the model frequency
(yaw_filter_freq, fΨ )36

var yaw_rate_max = 0.5;
var yaw_filter_freq = 5;

an explicit first order low pass gives us the opportunity to limit the commanded yaw
rate as well as the commanded yaw acceleration:37

var yaw_acceleration_command = yaw_filter_freq * ( yaw_rate_max *
yaw_input - yaw_rate_command );

Since the maximum yaw rate user input (Ψ̇i) is limited38 to ±1 we can use a simple gain
(yaw_rate_max, Ψ̇max) before the low pass to limit the commanded yaw rate.39

Additionally, we limit the low pass integrator input (yaw_acceleration_command, Ψ̈c)
in order to add another degree of smoothness to the yaw angle command:
35Note, that the two yaw rates r and Ψ̇ differ if a bank angle or a pitch angle is present. Nevertheless,

it seems to be more realistic to use r as a feedback variable since r is usually supplied by standard
measurement equipment.

36The model frequency is the reciprocal of the low pass time constant.
37The low pass itself does not significantly contribute to the smoothing of the yaw command; indeed, we

use it just as a framework to access and limit the yaw acceleration command. In an ideal simulation
environment (with a very small sample time) we could use a very high low pass filter frequency (fΨ ).
But since we are talking about real-time simulation on possibly slow computers, a minimum frame
rate of 10 (simulate) limits the maximum filter frequency to something about 5.

38Keyboard and mouse always generate maximum values of +1 or −1 while the joystick also returns
intermediate values.

39It would be extremely unwise to limit the output (Ψ̇c) of the yaw rate integrator instead, since
integrator windup could lead to critical time delays and pilot induced oscillations (PIO) [10].
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var yaw_acceleration_max = 0.2;

if ( yaw_acceleration_command > yaw_acceleration_max ) {
yaw_acceleration_command = yaw_acceleration_max ;

} else if ( yaw_acceleration_command < -yaw_acceleration_max ) {
yaw_acceleration_command = -yaw_acceleration_max ;

}

We have to write back the inputs of the integrators (figure 15) into the state derivative
vector. The second line feeds the yaw angle command integrator that computes the yaw
angle command (Ψc) from the yaw rate command (Ψ̇c):

state_derivative . setSingleElement ( yaw_acceleration_command , 17);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( yaw_rate_command , 13);

By attenuating the yaw rate command with respect to the corresponding yaw angle
command we can decrease the overshoot tendency for large yaw angle command steps.

yaw_rate_command = 0.7 * yaw_rate_command ;

Finally, we set the controller gains40 and model the controllers:
var yaw_gain = 100;
var yaw_rate_gain = 100;

yaw_vane = yaw_gain * ( yaw_command - yaw) + yaw_rate_gain * (
yaw_rate_command - yaw_rate );

}

3.2.18. altitude_controller

The altitude controller (figure 16) is extremely similar to the yaw controller in yaw_con-
troller; please, read the explanations regarding the yaw controller to understand the
altitude controller.

40Rule-of-thumb values of 100 leave plenty of space for optimization . . .
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There are only two structural differences between the two controllers:
1. Since the velocity state vector (velocity_body, Vf ) is defined in the body frame

but we are talking about altitudes perpendicular to the Earth’s surface, we use the
z-component wg of the global velocity vector (velocity_earth, Vg) computed in
position_ode for the rate of climb (altitude_rate) feedback.

2. In the last line of the altitude controller we add a simple nonlinear feed-forward

a) to trim the jetpack for hover (thrust += EARTH_GRAVITY * MASS) and
b) to take into account that we have to enlarge the tilted thrust vector if the jet-

pack pitches or rolls (/Math.cos(state.e(15))/Math.cos(state.e(16))).

function altitude_controller () {
var altitude_command = state.e(14);
var altitude = state.e(3);
var altitude_rate_command = state.e(18);
var altitude_rate = -velocity_earth .e(3);

var altitude_rate_max = 10;
var altitude_filter_freq = 5;

var altitude_acceleration_command = altitude_filter_freq * (
altitude_rate_max * thrust_input - altitude_rate_command );

var altitude_acceleration_max = 3;

if ( altitude_acceleration_command > altitude_acceleration_max ) {
altitude_acceleration_command = altitude_acceleration_max ;
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} else if ( altitude_acceleration_command < -
altitude_acceleration_max ) {
altitude_acceleration_command = -altitude_acceleration_max ;

}

state_derivative . setSingleElement ( altitude_acceleration_command ,
18);

state_derivative . setSingleElement ( altitude_rate_command , 14);

altitude_rate_command = 0.5 * altitude_rate_command ;

var altitude_gain = 1000;
var altitude_rate_gain = 1000;

thrust = altitude_gain * ( altitude_command - altitude ) +
altitude_rate_gain * ( altitude_rate_command - altitude_rate );

thrust += EARTH_GRAVITY * MASS / Math.cos(state.e(15)) / Math.cos(
state.e(16));

}

3.2.19. pitch_controller

Pitch and roll controllers are little bit different. While the inputs to the yaw and altitude
controllers are rates (yaw rate Ψ̇i and rate of climb Ḣi), the inputs to the pitch and
roll controllers are angles (pitch angle Θi and roll angle Φi). Therefore, the model in
figure 17 cannot be a first order low pass with an open integrator as in the yaw and
altitude controllers case (figure 15 and figure 16), but has to be a critically damped,
limited second order low pass.
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Figure 17: Pitch controller
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After extracting the relevant states
function pitch_controller () {

var pitch_command = state.e(15);
var pitch = state.e(8);
var pitch_rate_command = state.e(19);
var pitch_rate = state.e(11);

and defining the filter parameters
var pitch_rate_max = 2;
var pitch_filter_freq = 4;
var pitch_filter_damp = 1;

a pressed brake button gets first priority, redefining the pitch input (pitch_input, Θi)
by the brake command (pitch_input_brake) computed in brake_controller:

if ( brake_input == 1) {
pitch_input = pitch_input_brake ;

}

As stated, the model is a general second order system with a frequency41 (pitch_fil-
ter_freq, ω0) of 4 and a critical damping (pitch_filter_damp, D) of 1.

var pitch_acceleration_command = -2 * pitch_filter_damp *
pitch_filter_freq * pitch_rate_command - pitch_filter_freq *
pitch_filter_freq * pitch_command + pitch_filter_freq *
pitch_filter_freq * pitch_input ;

The limitation of the pitch rate is a bit tricky: It is not enough to check if the (absolute
value of the) commanded pitch rate (pitch_rate_command, Θ̇c) is greater than its limit,
but we also have to check if the commanded acceleration (pitch_acceleration_com-
mand, Θ̈c) would drive the integrator further into the saturation.
If both conditions are met, we do not only limit the commanded pitch rate but also
explicitly set the input of the pitch rate command integrator to zero; thus preventing
it from further integrating into the saturation. This anti-windup integrator feature
is absolutely necessary to prevent unwanted time delays in the control loop, possibly
leading to dangerous pilot induced oscillations (PIO):

if ( pitch_rate_command > pitch_rate_max &&
pitch_acceleration_command > 0) {
pitch_rate_command = pitch_rate_max ;
pitch_acceleration_command = 0;

} else if ( pitch_rate_command < -pitch_rate_max &&
pitch_acceleration_command < 0) {
pitch_rate_command = -pitch_rate_max ;
pitch_acceleration_command = 0;

}

41Again, we have to find a compromise. On the one hand, we would like to use a very fast linear filter
(greater ω0), because the signal shaping will be done by the nonlinear limitations (Θ̇max and Θ̈max).
On the other hand, the maximum filter frequency is limited by the minimum simulation frequency
(and the nonlinearities).
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While the pitch rate command limitation is much more complicated because it is the
limitation of a state (the output of an integrator), the pitch acceleration command
limitation is the much easier limitation of a state derivative (the input of an integrator):

else {

var pitch_acceleration_max = 2;

if ( pitch_acceleration_command > pitch_acceleration_max ) {
pitch_acceleration_command = pitch_acceleration_max ;

} else if ( pitch_acceleration_command < -pitch_acceleration_max
) {

pitch_acceleration_command = -pitch_acceleration_max ;
}

}

Fortunately, we do not have to limit the pitch angle command Θc explicitly because
mouse, keyboard, and joystick all command a maximum pitch angle of 1 (1 rad ≈ 57 deg).
The remaining structure of the pitch controller has already been explained in the yaw
controller (yaw_controller):

state_derivative . setSingleElement ( pitch_acceleration_command , 19);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( pitch_rate_command , 15);

pitch_rate_command = 0.6 * pitch_rate_command ;

var pitch_gain = 200;
var pitch_rate_gain = 200;

pitch_vane = pitch_gain * ( pitch_command - pitch) + pitch_rate_gain
* ( pitch_rate_command - pitch_rate );

}

3.2.20. roll_controller

For the explanation of the roll controller in figure 18
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Figure 18: Roll controller

please read the explanation of the pitch controller (section 3.2.19) and substitute every
appearance of the word pitch by the word roll.
function roll_controller () {

var roll_command = state.e(16);
var roll = state.e(7);
var roll_rate_command = state.e(20);
var roll_rate = state.e(10);
var roll_rate_max = 2;
var roll_filter_freq = 4;
var roll_filter_damp = 1;

if ( brake_input == 1) {
roll_input = roll_input_brake ;

}
var roll_acceleration_command = -2 * roll_filter_damp *

roll_filter_freq * roll_rate_command - roll_filter_freq *
roll_filter_freq * roll_command + roll_filter_freq *
roll_filter_freq * roll_input ;

if ( roll_rate_command > roll_rate_max && roll_acceleration_command
> 0) {
roll_rate_command = roll_rate_max ;
roll_acceleration_command = 0;

} else if ( roll_rate_command < -roll_rate_max &&
roll_acceleration_command < 0) {
roll_rate_command = -roll_rate_max ;
roll_acceleration_command = 0;

}
else {

var roll_acceleration_max = 2;
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if ( roll_acceleration_command > roll_acceleration_max ) {
roll_acceleration_command = roll_acceleration_max ;

} else if ( roll_acceleration_command < -roll_acceleration_max )
{

roll_acceleration_command = -roll_acceleration_max ;
}

}

state_derivative . setSingleElement ( roll_acceleration_command , 20);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( roll_rate_command , 16);

roll_rate_command = 0.6 * roll_rate_command ;

var roll_gain = 200;
var roll_rate_gain = 200;

roll_vane = roll_gain * ( roll_command - roll) + roll_rate_gain * (
roll_rate_command - roll_rate );

}

3.2.21. brake_controller

You can fly the jetpack to any given position and face any given direction with the four
basic controllers (yaw, pitch, roll, and altitude).42 But since horizontally decelerating the
jetpack involves pitching and rolling, quickly and steadily stopping a horizontal motion
can be quite a challenge and take a lot of practice. Therefore, we design an additional
brake controller that uses the pitch and roll controllers in order to reduce the horizontal
velocity to zero. The cascade controller in figure 19 uses the feedback of the horizontal
components (ug and vg) of the velocity vector Vg in an outer loop to generate limited
brake commands (Θbr and Φbr) for the inner loop pitch (pitch_controller) and roll
(roll_controller) controllers.

42This would even be true if the pitch or the roll vane was lost or stuck in its zero position. You can
always fly sidewards by yawing 90° and then flying forward.
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The brake controller extracts the yaw angle (yaw, Ψ) from the state vector and defines
the maximum pitch angle for braking (pitch_input_brake_max, Θmax) and the pitch
brake controller gain (pitch_brake_gain, KΘbr):
function brake_controller () {

var yaw = state.e(9);
var pitch_input_brake_max = 1;
var pitch_brake_gain = 0.04;

The task of the brake controller is to minimize the horizontal velocity of the jetpack.43

The horizontal velocity components are ug (lateral velocity in north direction) and vg
(longitudinal velocity in east direction). Unfortunately, we cannot simply use the pitch
controller to minimize the ug-component if the jetpack has a yaw angle (i. e. if the
jetpack is not facing towards north). We first have to transform the velocity vector from
the global frame (index: g) into the horizontal frame (index: h):

Vh = MhgVg

SinceMhg describes a rotation with the yaw angle Ψ about the zg-axis, the transforma-
tion matrix is part of the Euler angle transformation matrix Mfg in equation (7):

Mhg =

 cosΨ sinΨ 0
− sinΨ cosΨ 0

0 0 1

 (2)

43The altitude controller takes care of the vertical component independently.
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We can write equation (2) in components:44

 uh
vh
wh

 =

 cosΨ sinΨ 0
− sinΨ cosΨ 0

0 0 1


 ug
vg
wg

 (3)

The first two lines of equation (3) give us the horizontal velocity components (uh and
vh) that we can minimize by pitching and rolling.

uh = cosΨ · ug + sinΨ · vg (4)
vh = − sinΨ · ug + cosΨ · vg (5)

The pitch brake controller uses equation (4) to generate a brake command for the inner
loop pitch controller:

pitch_input_brake = pitch_brake_gain * (Math.cos(yaw) *
velocity_earth .e(1) + Math.sin(yaw) * velocity_earth .e(2));

The brake controller must not command a pitch angle greater than the maximum com-
manded angles of mouse, keyboard, and joystick (1 rad):

if ( pitch_input_brake > pitch_input_brake_max ) {
pitch_input_brake = pitch_input_brake_max ;

} else if ( pitch_input_brake < -pitch_input_brake_max ) {
pitch_input_brake = -pitch_input_brake_max ;

}

The roll brake controller uses corresponding parameters and equation (5) to generate a
limited brake command for the inner loop roll controller:

var roll_input_brake_max = 1;
var roll_brake_gain = 0.04;

roll_input_brake = -roll_brake_gain * (Math.cos(yaw) *
velocity_earth .e(2) - Math.sin(yaw) * velocity_earth .e(1));

if ( roll_input_brake > roll_input_brake_max ) {
roll_input_brake = roll_input_brake_max ;

} else if ( roll_input_brake < -roll_input_brake_max ) {
roll_input_brake = -roll_input_brake_max ;

}
}

3.2.22. kinematics

The motion of a dynamic system is described by its differential equation system. The
coupled differential equations (red blocks in figure 20) compute the state derivative
44To use a full, library based, object oriented matrix vector product (as in position_ode) seems to be

a little bit overkill in this simple two-dimensional case.
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vectors (rate derivative Ω̇, attitude derivative Φ̇, velocity derivative V̇ , and position
derivative ṡ) from the external moments Q and forces R:
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Figure 20: Kinematics [10]

The function kinematics is called by simulate, acts as a wrapper and calls the single
differential equations:
function kinematics () {

position_ode ();
attitude_ode ();
velocity_ode ();
rate_ode ();

}

3.2.23. position_ode

The position differential equation computes the derivative of the position vector s from
the velocity vector V . Since the position is expressed in the global frame (index: g) but
the velocity is expressed in the body frame (index: f), we have to use the matrixMgf

45

to transform the velocity vector from the body frame into the global frame:

ṡg = Vg = MgfVf (6)

The transformation matrix Mfg from the global frame into the body frame is defined
by the three sequential rotations with the Euler angles Ψ , Θ, and Φ:

Mfg =

1 0 0
0 cosΦ sinΦ
0 − sinΦ cosΦ


cosΘ 0 − sinΘ

0 1 0
sinΘ 0 cosΘ


 cosΨ sinΨ 0
− sinΨ cosΨ 0

0 0 1

 (7)

=

 cosΘ cosΨ cosΘ sinΨ − sinΘ
sinΦ sinΘ cosΨ − cosΦ sinΨ sinΦ sinΘ sinΨ + cosΦ cosΨ sinΦ cosΘ
cosΦ sinΘ cosΨ + sinΦ sinΨ cosΦ sinΘ sinΨ − sinΦ cosΨ cosΦ cosΘ


45Read indexes and sequential transformations from back to front!
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Figure 21 illustrates how the yaw angle Ψ rotates about the zg-axis, the pitch angle Θ
rotates about the k2-axis, and the roll angle Φ rotates about the xf -axis:
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Figure 21: Transformation from the global frame (index: g) to the body frame (index: f)
[10]

Since the transformation matrices are orthogonal, the inverse transformation matrix
Mgf can easily be derived by transposing Mfg:

Mgf = M−1
fg = MT

fg

=

cosΘ cosΨ sinΦ sinΘ cosΨ − cosΦ sinΨ cosΦ sinΘ cosΨ + sinΦ sinΨ
cosΘ sinΨ sinΦ sinΘ sinΨ + cosΦ cosΨ cosΦ sinΘ sinΨ − sinΦ cosΨ
− sinΘ sinΦ cosΘ cosΦ cosΘ


The function position_ode extracts the latitude, the velocity in body frame, and the
Euler angles from the state vector:
function position_ode () {

var latitude = state.e(1);

var velocity_body = Vector . create ([ state.e(4) , state.e(5) , state.e
(6) ]);

var ph = state.e(7);
var th = state.e(8);
var ps = state.e(9);
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We buffer the sine and cosine of the Euler angles in extra variables for efficiency reasons
(since we use them more than once):

var sin_ph = Math.sin(ph);
var cos_ph = Math.cos(ph);
var sin_th = Math.sin(th);
var cos_th = Math.cos(th);
var sin_ps = Math.sin(ps);
var cos_ps = Math.cos(ps);

We define the transformation matrix Mgf explicitly
var body_to_earth = Matrix . create ([

[ cos_th * cos_ps , sin_ph * sin_th * cos_ps - cos_ph *
sin_ps , cos_ph * sin_th * cos_ps + sin_ph * sin_ps
],

[ cos_th * sin_ps , sin_ph * sin_th * sin_ps + cos_ph *
cos_ps , cos_ph * sin_th * sin_ps - sin_ph * cos_ps
],

[-sin_th , sin_ph * cos_th , cos_ph * cos_th ]
]);

and use it to transform the velocity vector from the body frame into the global frame,
according to equation (6):

velocity_earth = body_to_earth . multiply ( velocity_body );

The position in global axis has three cartesian coordinates

sg =

xy
z


g

=

xgyg
zg


that point to the North (xg), to the East (yg) and to the center of the Earth (zg), respec-
tively (figure 22).46 Google Earth uses latitude (latitude, lat), longitude (longitude,
lon), and elevation (altitude, h), to define the position of an object with respect to the
Earth. The origin of the lat-lon-frame is the intersection of the prime meridian passing
through the Royal Observatory in Greenwich and the equator (point 0 in figure 22).

46This definition of the global frame does not make it a true inertial frame since it slowly rotates while
the jetpack moves around the Earth (compare point A and point B in figure 22). On the other
hand, due to the huge dimension of the Earth, the rotational rate of the frame is extremely small
compared to the rates of the jetpack with respect to that frame. Therefore, we happily assume the
global frame to be constant and thus inertial.
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Figure 22: Latitude (lat) and longitude (lon)

Point A in figure 22 illustrates that the longitude is the (blue) angle on the equator
between the origin 0 and point A. Point B shows that we measure the latitude as
the (green) angle on the meridian between point A and point B. Since we assume all
meridians to be great circles, we can easily approximate a small change ∆xg of the
xg-component of the position vector as the arc length of the corresponding latitude arc
increment ∆lat:47

∆xg = ∆lat ·R (8)

where ∆lat is measured in radians and R is the average radius of the Earth. The
longitude approximation is a bit more tricky: Even though the blue equatorial longitude
angle lon and the red angle lon∗ on a circle of latitude in the upper part of figure 22 are
exactly the same, the corresponding arc lengths differ significantly because the radius of
the red arc is much smaller than the radius of the blue one. If we know that the radius
depends on the cosine of the latitude (maximum at the equator, zero at the poles) we
can compute a (small) variation in the second linear position component:

∆yg = ∆lon ·R · cos (lat) (9)

As indicated in figure 22, the vertical position component zg points towards the Earth’s
center while the altitude H points towards the sky:

∆zg = −∆H (10)

47Again, taking into account that the travel distance of the jetpack is much smaller than the dimen-
sion of the Earth, we assume the Earth to be a sphere and neglect all that fancy biaxial ellipsoid
approximation of the geoid. For the same reason we assume the local Earth’s surface to be a plane
and use the arc lengths as approximations for linear position changes.
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Using equations (8) - (10) in equation (6)

ṡg =

ẋgẏg
żg

 =

 ˙lat ·R
˙lon ·R · cos (lat)

−Ḣ

 = Vg

we can directly use latitude, longitude, and altitude as elements of the state vector and
compute their derivatives:

var latitude_derivative = velocity_earth .e(1) / EARTH_RADIUS ;
var longitude_derivative = velocity_earth .e(2) / EARTH_RADIUS /

Math.cos( latitude );
var altitude_derivative = -velocity_earth .e(3);

Finally, we write back the position derivatives into the state derivative vector:
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( latitude_derivative , 1);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( longitude_derivative , 2);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( altitude_derivative , 3);

}

3.2.24. attitude_ode

The rotatory equivalent of the position equation (speed is the derivative of position)
states that the rate Ω is the derivative of the attitude Φ. Unfortunately, the Euler
angles Ψ and Θ do not rotate about the axis of the body frame but about the zg-axis
and the k2-axis, respectively (figure 21). Their axes have to be transformed into the
body frame first:

Ωf =
(
dΦ
dt

)
f

=

Φ̇0
0



+

1 0 0
0 cosΦ sinΦ
0 − sinΦ cosΦ


0
Θ̇
0



+

1 0 0
0 cosΦ sinΦ
0 − sinΦ cosΦ


cosΘ 0 − sinΘ

0 1 0
sinΘ 0 cosΘ


0

0
Ψ̇



=

1 0 − sinΘ
0 cosΦ sinΦ cosΘ
0 − sinΦ cosΦ cosΘ


Φ̇Θ̇
Ψ̇
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The resulting transformation matrix is not orthogonal, its inverse MΦf has some un-
pleasant fractions:48

Φ̇ =

Φ̇Θ̇
Ψ̇

 =

1 sinΦ tanΘ cosΦ tanΘ
0 cosΦ − sinΦ
0 sinΦ/cosΘ cosΦ/cosΘ

Ωf = MΦf ·Ωf

The function attitude_ode extracts the Euler angles from the state vector
function attitude_ode () {

var ph = state.e(7);
var th = state.e(8);
var ps = state.e(9);

computes the applicable trigonometric functions
var sin_ph = Math.sin(ph);
var cos_ph = Math.cos(ph);
var tan_th = Math.tan(th);
var cos_th = Math.cos(th);

and defines the MΦf matrix:
var body_to_euler = Matrix . create ([

[1, sin_ph * tan_th , cos_ph * tan_th ],
[0, cos_ph , -sin_ph ],
[0, sin_ph / cos_th , cos_ph / cos_th ]

]);

We extract and create the rate vector in body frame (rate, Ωf ) from the state vector
var rate = Vector . create ([ state.e(10) , state.e(11) , state.e(12) ]);

and transform it into the Euler frame:
var attitude_derivative = body_to_euler . multiply (rate);

Finally, we write back the attitude derivatives into the state derivative vector:
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( attitude_derivative .e(1) , 7);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( attitude_derivative .e(2) , 8);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( attitude_derivative .e(3) , 9);

}

3.2.25. velocity_ode

We derive the differential equation of the velocity from Newton’s second law: Assuming
a constant mass, the acceleration (velocity_derivative, V̇f ) is the sum of all forces
48If your application allows pitch angles of ±π2 (space application, . . . ) the denominators of these

fractions approach infinity, you cannot use this equation, and you have to use quaternions instead
(e. g. [10]).
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divided by the mass:

V̇f = 1
m

(
RF
f +RV

f +RA
f

)
+Mfggg −Ωf × Vf (11)

where RF
f is the thrust vector in the body frame, RV

f is the force vector of the vanes
in the body frame, RA

f is the vector of the aerodynamic forces in the body frame, gg is
the gravity vector in the global frame, Mfg is the matrix that transforms the gravity
vector from the global frame into the body frame, andΩf×Vf represents the centripetal
acceleration.
The function velocity_ode extracts the velocity vector in the body frame and the Euler
angles from the state vector
function velocity_ode () {

var velocity_body = Vector . create ([ state.e(4) , state.e(5) , state.e
(6) ]);

var ph = state.e(7);
var th = state.e(8);
var ps = state.e(9);

computes the trigonometric functions of the Euler angles
var sin_ph = Math.sin(ph);
var cos_ph = Math.cos(ph);
var sin_th = Math.sin(th);
var cos_th = Math.cos(th);
var sin_ps = Math.sin(ps);
var cos_ps = Math.cos(ps);

and defines the transformation matrix Mfg:
var earth_to_body = Matrix . create ([

[ cos_th * cos_ps , cos_th * sin_ps , -sin_th ],
[ sin_ph * sin_th * cos_ps - cos_ph * sin_ps , sin_ph *

sin_th * sin_ps + cos_ph * cos_ps , sin_ph * cos_th
],

[ cos_ph * sin_th * cos_ps + sin_ph * sin_ps , cos_ph *
sin_th * sin_ps - sin_ph * cos_ps , cos_ph * cos_th ]

]);

Next, we define the single right hand side terms of equation (11): We have already
computed the external forces RF

f , RV
f , and RA

f in external_forces_and_moments and
accumulated them in the global variable external_force:

var external_acceleration = external_force . multiply (1 / MASS);

Since the gravity vector (gravity_earth) points towards the Earth’s center it only has
a z-component in the global frame:

var gravity_earth = Vector . create ([0, 0, EARTH_GRAVITY ]);
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According to equation (11), we have to transform all acceleration vectors into the body
frame:

var gravity_body = earth_to_body . multiply ( gravity_earth );

We can extract the rate vector from the state vector
var rate = Vector . create ([ state.e(10) , state.e(11) , state.e(12) ]);

and compute the centripetal acceleration:
var centripetal = rate.cross( velocity_body );

According to equation (11), the velocity derivative is the sum of all accelerations:
var velocity_derivative = external_acceleration .add( gravity_body ).

subtract ( centripetal );

Finally, we write back the velocity derivatives into the state derivative vector:
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( velocity_derivative .e(1) , 4);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( velocity_derivative .e(2) , 5);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( velocity_derivative .e(3) , 6);

}

3.2.26. rate_ode

The rate differential equation is very similar to the velocity equation. In equation (11),
we just substitute the rate (rate, Ωf ) for the velocity Vf , the inertia tensor (INERTIA,
If ) for the mass m, and the moments (moment, Qf ) for the forces Rf :

Ω̇f = I−1
f ·

(
QF
f +QV

f +QA
f −Ωf × (If ·Ωf )

)
(12)

The function rate_ode extracts the rate vector (rate, Ωf ) from the state vector:
function rate_ode () {

var rate = Vector . create ([ state.e(10) , state.e(11) , state.e(12) ]);

We already defined the inertia tensor If as a constant matrix in constants. Therefore
we can directly compute the angular momentum (angular_momentum, If · Ωf ) as a
matrix vector product:
var angular_momentum = INERTIA . multiply (rate);

The cross product in equation (12) represents the gyroscopic effect of the rotating body
frame:

var gyro = rate.cross( angular_momentum );

The external moment vector (external_moment) consists of the moments from the
ducts QF

f , the vanes QV
f , and the aerodynamics QA

f and has already been assembled in
external_forces_and_moments. The next line gives us the sum of all moments:
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var moment = external_moment . subtract (gyro);

Since the inertia tensor If is not a scalar but a matrix, we cannot simply divide
the moment by the tensor, but have to multiply the moment by the inverse matrix
(INERTIA_INVERSE, I−1

f ). We have already inverted the constant tensor in constants:
var rate_derivative = INERTIA_INVERSE . multiply ( moment )

Finally, we write back the rate derivatives into the state derivative vector:
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( rate_derivative .e(1) , 10);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( rate_derivative .e(2) , 11);
state_derivative . setSingleElement ( rate_derivative .e(3) , 12);

}

3.2.27. integrate

As indicated in figure 23

f(x, u) g(x, u)
u x

.
x v

Figure 23: General dynamic system

a dynamic system is modeled by two equations, the (vectorial) differential equation
(system)

ẋ = f (x,u) (13)

and the (vectorial) output equation (system):

v = g (x,u)

where u is the input vector, x is the state vector, ẋ is the derivative of the state vector,
and v is the output vector. f and g are general nonlinear vector functions. In this
jetpack simulator, the differential equations f are computed in kinematics, while the
output equations g can be found in output.
We solve the differential equation (13) iteratively: Simple Euler49 integration approxi-
mates the differential quotient of the derivative by the difference quotient:

ẋ (t) = dx (t)
dt ≈ ∆x (t)

∆t = x (t+ ∆t)− x (t)
∆t (14)

49A more sophisticated integration algorithm (e. g. Runge-Kutta) will be implemented . . . later . . .
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Solving equation (14), we can compute the next state vector x (t+ ∆t) from the previous
one:

x (t+ ∆t) ≈ x (t) + ẋ (t) ·∆t (15)
= x (t) + f (x (t) ,u (t)) ·∆t

With the help of the object-oriented linear algebra library [6], equation (15) can be coded
in just one compact statement:
function integrate () {

state = state.add( state_derivative . multiply ( sample_time ));
}

3.2.28. update_view

The function update_view is called by simulate and updates the position and orienta-
tion of the jetpack and the camera.
We extract and set the current position (latitude, longitude, and altitude) and attitude
(roll, pitch, and yaw) of the jetpack from the state vector:50

function update_view () {
loc. setLatitude (state.e(1) * 180 / Math.PI);
loc. setLongitude (state.e(2) * 180 / Math.PI);
loc. setAltitude (state.e(3));

ori. setRoll ((- state.e(7) * 180 / Math.PI) % 360);
ori. setTilt ((- state.e(8) * 180 / Math.PI) % 360);
ori. setHeading (( state.e(9) * 180 / Math.PI) % 360);

We make the camera look directly at the jetpack51

la. setLatitude (loc. getLatitude ());
la. setLongitude (loc. getLongitude ());
la. setAltitude (loc. getAltitude ());

and let you define the distance between camera and jetpack:52

la. setRange ( parseInt ( Select_distance .value));

The jetpack is visible in the first two camera views (back and north):
placemark . setVisibility (true);

In the simulator window you can decide whether you want to look at the back of the
jetpack, always look north, or see the world as the pilot would see it. If you choose to
look north
50Note that Google Earth wants all angles to be in degrees, that pitch and roll angles have different

signs than usual in aerospace, and that the attitude angles should not exceed 360 degrees (→ modulo
operation: % 360).

51la is the abbreviation of look at and is an abstract view object of the Google Earth API.
52Select_distance is a drop-down list in the simulator window (section 3.1.3).
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if ( Select_view . selectedIndex == 0) {

we simply fix the heading of the camera at zero
la. setHeading (0);

and activate the current camera view:
ge. getView (). setAbstractView (la);

}

If you choose to look at the back of the jetpack
else if ( Select_view . selectedIndex == 1) {

we use the current heading command as the heading of the camera:53

la. setHeading (( state.e(13) * 180 / Math.PI) % 360);
ge. getView (). setAbstractView (la);

}

If you choose the pilot’s view
else if ( Select_view . selectedIndex == 2) {

we make the jetpack invisible
placemark . setVisibility (false);

and create a more general camera object:
var camera = ge. createCamera (’’);

We tell the camera to interpret altitudes as above sea level
camera . setAltitudeMode (ge. ALTITUDE_ABSOLUTE );

position the camera directly at the jetpack’s center of gravity
camera . setLatitude (loc. getLatitude ());
camera . setLongitude (loc. getLongitude ());
camera . setAltitude (loc. getAltitude ());

and use the attitude of the jetpack as the attitude of the camera:54

camera . setTilt (-ori. getTilt () + 90);
camera . setRoll (ori. getRoll ());
camera . setHeading (ori. getHeading ());
ge. getView (). setAbstractView ( camera );

}
}

53We deliberately choose the heading command instead of the actual heading of the jetpack to give
you a more smooth and steady camera. Additionally, it looks cooler, if the camera anticipates the
motion of the jetpack a few milliseconds prior.

54Unfortunately, the pitch (tilt) angles of camera and jetpack are measured in opposite directions and
there is an offset of 90 degrees between them.
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3.2.29. update_shadow

The function update_shadow is called by simulate and updates the position and orien-
tation of the shadow of the jetpack. We already created the bounding box of the shadow
in initialize. Here, we define the position and the dimensions of the box in every
simulation step:55

function update_shadow () {
var lat_lon_box = shadow . getLatLonBox ();
lat_lon_box . setNorth (loc. getLatitude () - 0.00001) ;
lat_lon_box . setSouth (loc. getLatitude () + 0.00001) ;
lat_lon_box . setEast (loc. getLongitude () - 0.00001 / Math.cos(Math.PI

/ 180 * loc. getLatitude ()));
lat_lon_box . setWest (loc. getLongitude () + 0.00001 / Math.cos(Math.PI

/ 180 * loc. getLatitude ()));

If the jetpack pitches or rolls, its real shadow changes its shape because the jetpack is
illuminated from a different angle. Since a shadow in Google Earth is just a bitmap,
an infinite number of different shadow bitmaps would not really make sense. We just
wait for the plugin developers to take responsibility to draw the shadow of any object
in the 3-D-world automatically. All we do here is to yaw the shadow along with the
jetpack. Unfortunately, the shadow heading definition uses the complementary angle of
the jetpack orientation:

lat_lon_box . setRotation (180 - ori. getHeading ());
}

3.2.30. output

The function output is called by simulate and provides you with information about the
current state of the jetpack. The indicated altitude is the integer part (.toFixed(0))
of the altitude above the ground:56

function output () {
Text_altitude .value = above_ground . toFixed (0);

The indicated velocity is the magnitude (norm, modulus) of the velocity vector in kilo-
meters per hour:57

Text_speed .value = ( velocity_earth . modulus () * 3.6). toFixed (0);

550.00001 just seems to be the number that gives us a shadow of approximately the same size as
the jetpack. You might want to experiment a little bit with this number in your own application.
Additionally, the East and West bounds have to be scaled with the cosine of the latitude according
to equation (9).

56The altitude above ground seems to be a more intuitive choice than the altitude above sea level since
it will be the ground you (crash-)land the jetpack on . . .

57It does not matter, which velocity vector (velocity_earth or velocity_body) we use; Their norms
are the same.
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The vertical velocity is the negative z-component of the velocity in global frame:58

Text_vertical_speed .value = (- velocity_earth .e(3) * 3.6). toFixed (0)
;

Since pitch and roll angles do not exceed ±90°, we can directly display the corresponding
state vector elements as integers in degrees:

Text_pitch .value = (state.e(8) * 180 / Math.PI). toFixed (0);
Text_bank .value = (state.e(7) * 180 / Math.PI). toFixed (0);

The yaw angle needs a little bit more attention. You could yaw the jetpack for hours;
the yaw angle might reach values significantly greater than 360 degrees in that case.
Therefore, the first task is to limit the absolute value of the yaw angle by 360 degrees
(modulo operation: % 360):59

var yaw = (state.e(9) * 180 / Math.PI) % 360;

Additionally, we have to transform negative angles into the positive domain, before we
can display the yaw angle:60

if (yaw < 0) {
yaw = yaw + 360;

}
Text_yaw .value = yaw. toFixed (0);

The number of frames per second is the reciprocal of the sample time:
Text_frames_per_second .value = (1 / sample_time ). toFixed (0);

In simulate, we limit the sample time to 100milliseconds (10 frames per second) for
stability reasons. Here, we indicate the fact that we lost real-time in that limited case
by a red background color:

if ( Text_frames_per_second .value == ’10’) {
Text_frames_per_second .style. backgroundColor = ’# FF0000 ’;

}
else {

Text_frames_per_second .style. backgroundColor = ’# FFFFFF ’;
}

If you fly a jetpack with a great velocity very close to the ground, you either have to be
an outstanding pilot or tired of life. We indicate that dangerous condition (altitude less
than a meter and velocity greater than two meters per second) by a red background of
the altitude and velocity displays:61

58Traditionally, the z-axis of the aeronautical global frame points down to the center of the Earth,
while John Q. Public would usually imply a positive velocity to move the aircraft upwards.

59A usual compass does not indicate an angle of e. g. 402 degrees; it displays 42 degrees instead.
60Did you notice that the yaw angle could still be 0 or 360? Any idea . . . ?
61Hopefully, the control system of the real jetpack will automatically protect the pilot from reaching

such a state at all.
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if ( Text_altitude .value == ’0’ && velocity_earth . modulus () > 2) {
Text_speed .style. backgroundColor = ’# FF0000 ’;
Text_altitude .style. backgroundColor = ’# FF0000 ’;

}
else {

Text_speed .style. backgroundColor = ’# FFFFFF ’;
Text_altitude .style. backgroundColor = ’# FFFFFF ’;

}
}

3.2.31. key_down

The first HTML line of Body defines the functions to be called whenever you press or
release a (numeric keypad) key. Since the function inputs wants to asynchronously poll
the key(s) last pressed, we buffer every keystroke in its own variable (key_?_down):62

function key_down (event) {
if (( event. keyCode == 97) || (event. keyCode == 89) || (event.

keyCode == 90)) {
key_1_down = true;

}
else if (( event. keyCode == 98) || (event. keyCode == 88)) {

key_2_down = true;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 99) || (event. keyCode == 67)) {

key_3_down = true;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 100) || (event. keyCode == 65)) {

key_4_down = true;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 101) || (event. keyCode == 83)) {

key_5_down = true;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 102) || (event. keyCode == 68)) {

key_6_down = true;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 103) || (event. keyCode == 81)) {

key_7_down = true;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 104) || (event. keyCode == 87)) {

key_8_down = true;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 105) || (event. keyCode == 69)) {

key_9_down = true;
}
else if (event. keyCode == 13) {

Button_go_there .click ();
}

62Even though key events are a browser dependent nightmare in JavaScript, most modern browsers
agree on the keyCodes of the numeric keypad keys. Give it a try on [11].
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}

3.2.32. key_up

The event function key_up is called, whenever you release a keyboard key. For more
information see key_down.
function key_up (event) {

if (( event. keyCode == 97) || (event. keyCode == 89) || (event.
keyCode == 90)) {
key_1_down = false;

}
else if (( event. keyCode == 98) || (event. keyCode == 88)) {

key_2_down = false;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 99) || (event. keyCode == 67)) {

key_3_down = false;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 100) || (event. keyCode == 65)) {

key_4_down = false;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 101) || (event. keyCode == 83)) {

key_5_down = false;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 102) || (event. keyCode == 68)) {

key_6_down = false;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 103) || (event. keyCode == 81)) {

key_7_down = false;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 104) || (event. keyCode == 87)) {

key_8_down = false;
}
else if (( event. keyCode == 105) || (event. keyCode == 69)) {

key_9_down = false;
}

}

3.2.33. Button_go_there_onclick

The function Button_go_there_onclick is called, whenever you click the “Go there!”
button (figure 2) or press the Enter key (key_down, keyCode == 13). We assume that
you entered a valid address in the new location text field (figure 2) and pass its value
(Text_new_location.value) to Google’s geocoder:63

63The geocoder syntax is a bit tricky: The function that handles the result of the call is passed as an
anonymous function. This allows us to immediately code the reaction to the call.
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function Button_go_there_onclick () {
geocoder . geocode ({ ’address ’: Text_new_location .value }, function (

results , status ) {

If the geocoder found the address
if ( status == google .maps. GeocoderStatus .OK) {

we buffer the geographical coordinates of the address
var latitude = results [0]. geometry . location .lat ();
var longitude = results [0]. geometry . location .lng ();

and directly set the position of the jetpack to the new location:
state. setSingleElement ( latitude * Math.PI / 180, 1);
state. setSingleElement ( longitude * Math.PI / 180, 2);

As explained in ground, the initial altitude after a teleport is set to 42m above ground:
state. setSingleElement ( ground_altitude + POGO_Z + 42, 3);

Since we want to start the jetpack in a steady hovering state at the new location, we
zero the attitude (roll, pitch, and yaw angles) and all (angular) velocities:

state. setSingleElement (0, 4);
state. setSingleElement (0, 5);
state. setSingleElement (0, 6);
state. setSingleElement (0, 7);
state. setSingleElement (0, 8);
state. setSingleElement (0, 9);
state. setSingleElement (0, 10);
state. setSingleElement (0, 11);
state. setSingleElement (0, 12);

Additionally, we reset all commands (yaw_command, altitude_command, . . . ) to a steady
state

state. setSingleElement (0, 13);
state. setSingleElement ( ground_altitude + POGO_Z + 42, 14);
state. setSingleElement (0, 15);
state. setSingleElement (0, 16);
state. setSingleElement (0, 17);
state. setSingleElement (0, 18);
state. setSingleElement (0, 19);
state. setSingleElement (0, 20);

and restart the time measurement:64

time = 0;

Finally, we make sure that subsequent keystrokes do not show up in the new location
text field:
64The time reset is necessary for the 5 seconds altitude response period in ground.
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Button_go_there .focus ();
}

If the geocoder could not find the address you typed in, we return an appropriate error
message:

else {
alert(’Can\’t go there because : ’ + status );

}
});

}

3.2.34. Button_christchurch_onclick

We predefined a few interesting locations
• Christchurch is New Zealand’s garden city and the home of the Martin Jetpack [1].
• The Eiffel Tower in Paris, France is one of the most impressive 3-D objects in

Google Earth.
• Ayers Rock in Australia is a great example of Google Earth’s terrain display with

a high frame rate because of the absence of any buildings.
• Disney Wold in Florida is – well, is Disney World. Try “Las Vegas” instead . . .,
• Taj Mahal in Agra, India is stunningly beautiful, even with Google Earth’s 3-D

restrictions and limitations.
• Venice in Italy has a great 3-D model of Saint Mark’s Basilica. Just look to the

right . . .
The Christchurch button callback function
function Button_christchurch_onclick () {

simply populates the new location text field with the name of the new location
Text_new_location .value = ’Christchurch ’;

and emulates a press of the “Go there!” button:
Button_go_there_onclick ();

}

The other button callback functions work accordingly:
function Button_eiffel_tower_onclick () {

Text_new_location .value = ’Eiffel Tower ’;
Button_go_there_onclick ();

}

function Button_ayers_rock_onclick () {
Text_new_location .value = ’Ayers Rock ’;
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Button_go_there_onclick ();
}

function Button_disney_world_onclick () {
Text_new_location .value = ’Disney World ’;
Button_go_there_onclick ();

}

function Button_taj_mahal_onclick () {
Text_new_location .value = ’Taj Mahal ’;
Button_go_there_onclick ();

}

function Button_venice_onclick () {
Text_new_location .value = ’Venice ’;
Button_go_there_onclick ();

}

A. Create Shadow

We use a very simple quick-and-dirty Ruby script to project all lines of the Google
SketchUp jetpack model to the ground by creating new lines with z-components of zero
from all edges of all faces:
model = Sketchup . active_model
entities = model. active_entities
selection = model. selection

selection .each { | entity |
if entity . typename == "Face"

face = entity
edges = face.edges

edges.each { |edge|
edge_start = edge.start. position
edge_end = edge.end. position
edge_start .z = 0
edge_end .z = 0
entities . add_line edge_start , edge_end

}
end

}

We export the model projection as a high-resolution 2-D graphic in SketchUp (figure 24)
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Figure 24: Google SketchUp jetpack model ground projection

and use an image processing program (e. g. Corel® PHOTO-PAINTTM) to find the
object’s contour, fill it, and add some Gaussian noise (figure 25).65

65Don’t forget to add some transparent padding regions around the shadow for the noise to fade out.
And you might want to add additional white space at the bottom of the image to move the shadow
of the pogo exactly underneath the pogo of the jetpack.
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Figure 25: Jetpack contour with Gaussian noise

B. Joystick

We copied this joystick plugin wrapper function directly from the examples section of
[8] and extended it by the adequate methods getZ for the z-axis (thrust) and getR for
the r-axis (rudder):
/**
* Wrapper for the joystick plug -in/ ActiveX control . For each new

Joystick
* instance a counterpart plug -in is created , allowing user code

transparent
* access to game controllers regardless of the platform . Should the

plug -in
* creation fail , default ( unpressed ) values are returned for each

method .
*/
function Joystick () {

this.ctl = Joystick . createPlugin ();
}

/**
* Constant for a stick ’s axis center .
*/
Joystick . CENTER = 32768;
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/**
* Reads the controller ’s connection state.
*
* @return {@code true} if the controller is connected
*/
Joystick . prototype . getConnected = function () {

return (this.ctl) ? this.ctl. isConnected () : false;
};

/**
* Reads the controller ’s main stick x-axis.
*
* @return a value between 0 and 65535 (with 0 being extreme left and

65535 extreme right)
*/
Joystick . prototype .getX = function () {

return (this.ctl) ? this.ctl.x : Joystick . CENTER ;
};

/**
* Reads the controller ’s main stick y-axis.
*
* @return a value between 0 and 65535 (with 0 being extreme top and

65535 extreme bottom )
*/
Joystick . prototype .getY = function () {

return (this.ctl) ? this.ctl.y : Joystick . CENTER ;
};

/**
* Reads the controller ’s main stick z-axis ( thrust ).
*
* @return a value between 0 and 65535 (with 65535 being extreme top and

0 extreme bottom )
*/
Joystick . prototype .getZ = function () {

return (this.ctl) ? this.ctl.z : Joystick . CENTER ;
};

/**
* Reads the controller ’s main stick r-axis ( rudder ).
*
* @return a value between 0 and 65535 (with 0 being extreme left and

65535 extreme right)
*/
Joystick . prototype .getR = function () {

return (this.ctl) ? this.ctl.r : Joystick . CENTER ;
};

/**
* Reads the controller ’s designated A button .
*
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* @return {@code true} if the button is pressed
*/
Joystick . prototype .getA = function () {

return (this.ctl) ? this.ctl.a : false;
};

/**
* Reads the controller ’s designated B button .
*
* @return {@code true} if the button is pressed
*/
Joystick . prototype .getB = function () {

return (this.ctl) ? this.ctl.b : false;
};

/**
* Reads the state of all the controller ’s non - directional buttons .
*
* @return the buttons represented as bits in an integer
*/
Joystick . prototype . getButtons = function () {

return (this.ctl) ? this.ctl. buttons : 0;
};

/**
* Reads multiple controller properties .
*
* @param prop array of property names
* @param off offset into prop where the names start
* @param len number of names to read
* @return an array of joystick properties
*/
Joystick . prototype .read = function (prop , off , len) {

switch ( arguments . length ) {
case 0:

return null;
case 1:

off = 0;
case 2:

len = prop. length - off;
}
var ret = [];
for (var n = 0; n < len; n++) {

switch (prop[off + n]) {
case " isConnected ":

ret.push(this. getConnected ());
break;

case "x":
ret.push(this.getX ());
break;

case "y":
ret.push(this.getY ());
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break;
case "z":

ret.push(this.getZ ());
break;

case "r":
ret.push(this.getR ());
break;

case "a":
ret.push(this.getA ());
break;

case "b":
ret.push(this.getB ());
break;

case " buttons ":
ret.push(this. getButtons ());
break;

default :
ret.push (0);

}
}
return ret;

};
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